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Tracklist: 
1. Say Hello
2. Honey 
3. Physical Law 
4. I Slowly Go 
5. Oh Song 
6. Madresia 

Physical Law is the frst EP of a young musician who is known as Nularse by the audience, but his
name is Alessandro Donin. Te EP expresses many intense and strong emotions through electronic
sounds, voice, and arpeggios. Tese combinations of tools create a dynamic and fuid balance that goes
beyond imagination. Jonathan Calugi who was raised in Pistoia (IT), is the artist behind the EP’s visual
graphic and is also father of the Fresh Yo! concept. For Physical Law, the rising artist, Calugi, has
developed diferent pieces of art for each song. Te EP is composed in casual way, as memories are in
the brain, and it would be a sort of trip inside a mind through images and remote memories. 
“Nularse”, in Claudine dialect “to cloud”, describes the moment in which the sky becomes gray and it 
starts raining. It creates an atmosphere similar to a storm when the air becomes thick and smells water.
It's the moment which the Nularse path starts. Nularse’s emotions and thoughts are combined as a 
unique strong water front that is going to unload the accumulated water during the storm, which 



represents the new beginning. Tis creative Big Bag that com- bines life shapes and physical laws is 
anticipated by a primordial spark of incalculable power, which gives rise to everything. 
It starts with a separation between two persons that is generated by a centrifugal force of their orbit, 
one linked to another (Say Hello). Afer this, there are a sweet and mystery emotion attractions of 
bodies and ideas with each other (Honey), in an interior space where time (Physical Law) represents 
either the beginning or the end of a new world (I Slowly Go). 
In this artistic defagration in which the musician concentrates his intellectual energies and physics, he 
transforms himself into a creator (Oh Song) through a trip in which he remains alone to deal with 
himself. Terefore, at the mercy of memories, which are colored and pushed by the wind, he relives the
past with joy and has discovered the elements power and has learned to play with. 

Credits: 
Music by: Alessandro Donin 
Mixed by: Alessandro Donin & Edoardo "Dado" Fracassi 
Mastering by: Edoardo "Dado" Fracassi 
Design by: Jonathan Calugi 
Florence 2016 

LINKS
Press download: goo.gl/GJwxOd

Spotify: goo.gl/S6u61R
Buy: goo.gl/VKUN5h

https://goo.gl/GJwxOd
https://goo.gl/VKUN5h
https://goo.gl/S6u61R


Say Hello - Videoclip
“Say Hello”, means (save my soul and let me go far away). Sometimes, it is useful to say goodbye and
escape from others and ourselves. Francesco Camufo, who directed the video, has composed it with a
series of images taken during his permanence in the South of Asia. Te video evokes succession of
memories of exotic youth that are embellished by bright colors, palms, waves and places where the
spectator can surf. Te main character, who is a girl, starts as spectator, and at the video’s end she will
become life’s actor. She lives these experiences with a bright light in her eyes, especially when she is
jumping into the ocean, and while she is staring at the forest. “Say Hello” shows us the story of each of
us, it shows the moment when we need to let our things go somewhere instead of keeping them inside
us. 

All scenes are taken from a short movie called “SPINNING TOP”, that is designed, written and 
directed by Francesco Camufo. Te main character is Beatrice Lanza and the soundtrack is by 
Nularse. 

Credits:
Directed and shooted by Francesco Camufo goo.gl/ETRnKs 
Editing by Francesco Camufo, Alessandro Donin 
Background Actor: Beatrice Lanza 

LINKS
Say Hello (videoclip): goo.gl/VeQMx2

Spinning Top (short movie): goo.gl/T9TTLF

https://goo.gl/T9TTLF
https://goo.gl/VeQMx2


Oh Song - Videoclip
Oh Song is a game in which there are no words or meanings, but only wonder and  thoughtlessness of
a simple interjection, because the strongest feelings can not be expressed in words.
Te theme of Oh Song is the nostalgic carefree, so you can see the objects of childhood, old record, 
music box, enclosing them in a circle frame, an "O " that is a porthole from which you can see what 
happens, an  eye observing the various objects that are intertwined with one another.

Credits:
Shooting: Andrea Storchi http://goo.gl/DY0mUl
Direction and editing: Andrea Storchi and Alessandro Donin

LINKS
Oh Song (videoclip): https://goo.gl/Ctphcc



Biografy
Nularse is Alessandro Donin, who is a producer and compositor from Veneto (IT), with a strong
background as guitarist. His approach to the electronic music has been giving him the opportu- nity to
create his music palate. Te fusion between acoustic music, warmth voice and the strong structure of
rhythm, generates synthetic and organic layers that are in continuous evolu- tion of diferent elements.
His music includes the sexuality of Rhythm and blues, melancholy folk ballet, dark and syncopated
underground energy and exotic suggestions. Nularse, “cloud”, chose Fresh Yo! from his debut with the
EP “Physycal Law”, he has dealt a musical path that would discover the lights and shadows of his soul. 

LINKS: 
facebook.com/nularse 
twitter.com/nularse 

instagram.com/nularse
soundcloud.com/nularse 

www.nularse.com

contact@freshyolabel.com

http://www.nularse.com/
mailto:contact@freshyolabel.com
http://www.soundcloud.com/nularse%20
http://www.instagram.com/nularse
http://www.twitter.com/nularse
http://www.facebook.com/nularse

